
 

NAME:      PERIOD:    

Genetics Ultimate Review 

Answer all questions as best you can. Use your notes to help. Be specific. Be scientific. 

 

 

 

 

PART ONE: Fill in the blanks. Use the Word Bank. Each word is used once. 

1. A genotype that has two of the exact same allele (ex. JJ) is called ______________________. 

2. The “Father of Genetics.” He figured out the basic laws of Genetics. ____________________. 

3. A complex molecule that contains information about organisms. ____________________. 

4. The way a trait “shows up” in an organism. How alleles are expressed. __________________. 

5. When two alleles both try to “show up” at the same time. (Ex. B-blue and Y-yellow show up 

as “green” for a BY genotype) _____________________________________________. 

6. The study of how traits are passed down from one generation to the next. _______________. 

7. The pairs of alleles that an organism has. (Ex. Anders is Bb for eye color.) ________________. 

8. Trait where being male or female makes certain phenotypes more likely ________________. 

9. Alleles that only show up when paired with another like them. (Otherwise they are masked 

by other alleles.) __________________. 

10. Piece of DNA with the code for one specific trait. _______________. 

11. A chart showing how a trait is expressed from generation to generation.  _______________. 

12. Tool for figuring out the %’s of the phenotypes of two parents. _______________________. 

13. A piece of DNA information that tells how a trait might “show up.” ____________________. 

14. Alleles that “show up” in favor of (or mask) other alleles. _____________________. 

15. A trait that has 3 or more alleles. _____________________________________. 

Word Bank 

Allele  Gene  Homozygous Heterozygous  Punnett Square  Gregor Mendel 

Dominant Recessive Sex-linked Multiple Allele  Incomplete Dominance             DNA  

Genetics Pedigree Genotype Phenotype  Polygenic Trait  Trait 



 

16. A genotype that has two different alleles in it. (Ex. Marty is Hk) ___________________. 

17. A characteristic that is determined by an organism’s DNA. _________________. 

18. When more than one gene decides how a trait will “show up.” _______________________. 

PART TWO: Thinking questions. Answer the best you can. Be specific. Be scientific. 

19. Geraldine was studying dolphins. She noticed that some dolphins had pink bellies, while 

others had white bellies. She went through her collection of dolphin photos and noticed that 

most dolphins had white bellies, and very few had pink. 

Do you think white belly or pink belly is the dominant allele for belly color on a dolphin? 

Why? 

 

 

Let’s say that for:  Dolphin belly color:    

W – white belly  

p – pink belly 

Circle the genotypes below that would make a dolphin with a white belly. 

Put a rectangle around the genotypes below that would make a dolphin with a pink belly. 

Put a smiley face  over any heterozygous genotypes below. 

WW  Wp  pW  pp 

Make a Punnett square for the two dolphin parents below. Include the %’s for their children. 

Parents are: 

Wp and WW 

 

 

 



 

20. Maurice is a botanist that works with poison berries. He has red and yellow poison berries. 

When he has a yellow mom and yellow dad berry, he only gets yellow kids. Other parent 

combinations can make any color berry.  

What color is the recessive color? 

What evidence do you have for this? 

 

What are the alleles for the berry color trait? 

 

What are the possible phenotypes for berry color?   

 

If a berry is yellow, is it homozygous or heterozygous? 

 

Maurice discovers that there are also blue berries while on vacation. He crossbreeds the blue 

berries with a homozygous, red berry and gets purple berries! 

What is happening that is causing the purple berries? 

 

Predict what he will get when he crossbreeds yellow berries with blue berries. Tell why. 

 

 

21. Baldness is a sex-linked trait.  XB is X with baldness attached. X is “has hair.” Y has nothing 

attached to it.  

X masks (overpowers) both XB and Y 

XB masks Y 

To the right, make a Punnett square for: 

XBX and XY 

Include %’s for each gender! 



 

22. If B – brown eyes is dominant, and b – blue eyes is recessive, make a pedigree for this 

family. 

 

 

 

 

Pebbles and Bam Bam have 3 kids: 

Crystal Rubble (girl) – blue eyes Jasper (boy) – brown eyes       Chip (boy) – blue eyes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One of Pebbles and Bam Bam’s children is adopted. Who is it?  

What evidence do you have for this? 

 

 

Is Grandpa Flintstone’s genotype homozygous or heterozygous? 

How do you know?  

 

 

Rubble Family Side 

Betty Rubble (grandma) – brown eyes 

Barney Rubble (grandpa) – blue eyes 

Bam Bam Rubble (dad) – blue eyes 

Flintstone Family Side 

Wilma Flintsone (grandma) – blue eyes 

Fred Flintstone (grandpa) – brown eyes 

Pebbles Flintstone (mom) - blue eyes 



 

23. You have just joined a team of forensic scientists on CSI: Sayre. According to results from the lab, 

there are four suspects in the case of which exchange student broke into the Science room vault and 

stole Mr. Krall’s stash of cheese puffs.  They are: 

Dmitri – Russian exchange student - Dmitri’s genotype - Bb XBY ll ww 

Raku – Japanese exchange student – Raku’s genotype – BB XX RR Ww 

Rutger – German exchange student – Rutger’s genotype – bb XBY Rl WW 

Shannon – Irish exchange student – Shannon’s genotype – bb XBX RR ww 

Olaf – Swedish exchange student – Olaf’s genotype – bb XY ll WW 

The traits and alleles are as follows: 

Eye color: see problem #22  for how this trait works 

Gender: any two X’s – female (XX) any X and a Y – male (XY) 

Baldness: see problem #21 for how this trait works 

Handedness: R – right handed l – left handed 

Widow’s peak: W – widow’s peak  w – straight hairline   

 

Here are the clues: 

At the crime scene, hair was found that had styling gel on it.  

From the pry marks on the door, it was opened by someone who was right handed. 

A witness said of a person seen leaving the Science room, “I remember they had brown eyes.” 

The video tech says the Science room security video shows a person with, “Hair like Dracula.” 

 

Your boss at CSI: Sayre says to eliminate a suspect you need two pieces of evidence. 

Can you eliminate all but one suspect and prove who stole Mr. Krall’s cheese puffs?  

Show you work on the back.  


